Black History Month 2021
Narrative Expansions : Interpreting Decolonisation in
Academic Libraries

Ripe for Revolution : Building Socialism in the Third
World

Jess Crilly

Jeremy Friedman

Facet Publishing (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781783304974

Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674244313

£55.00 | PB | 224.pp | November 2021

£28.95 | HB | 368.pp | January 2022

Libraries across all sectors are responding
to the call to decolonise,
critically examining their own historic
legacies and practices and supporting
institutional change. This book brings
together current thinking and emerging
practices around decolonising the library,
providing conceptual frameworks, and
describing emerging practices and their
impact.

The Cold War-era experiments of the
Global South make clear that socialism is
more than Stalinism. Jeremy Friedman
looks to Indonesia, Chile, Tanzania, Angola,
and Iran to understand how socialism has
worked in practice. Each state developed its
own socialism, pragmatically addressing
local needs and shaping the horizons of
socialism today.

The Black President : Hope and Fury in the Age of
Obama

The Obsolete Empire : Untimely Belonging in
Twentieth-Century British Literature

Claude A. Clegg

Philip Tsang

Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421441887

Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421441368

£26.00 | HB | 672.pp | October 2021

£26.00 | PB | 312.pp | November 2021

Combining lively prose with a balanced,
nonpartisan portrait of Obama's successes
and failures, The Black President will be
required reading not only for historians,
politics junkies, and Obama fans but for
anyone seeking to understand America's
contemporary struggles with inequality,
prejudice, and fear.

Ultimately, The Obsolete Empire asks: What
does it mean to be inside or outside any
given culture? How do large-scale
geopolitical changes play out at the level of
cultural attachment and political
belonging? How does literary reading
establish or unsettle narratives of who we
are? These questions preoccupied writers
across Britain's former empire and continue
to resonate today.

What's Public about Public Higher Ed? : Halting
Higher Education's Decline in the Court of Public

Anti-Racist Scholar-Activism

Stephen M. Gavazzi

Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781526157966

Remi Joseph-Salisbury

Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421442525
£26.00 | HB | 232.pp | October 2021

£14.99 | PB | 280.pp | November 2021

An unflinching, no-holds-barred
exploration of what citizens really think
about their public universities, What's
Public about Public Higher Ed? places
special emphasis on the events of
2020-including the COVID-19 pandemic
and the worst racial unrest seen in half a
century-as major inflection points for
understanding the implications of the
survey's findings.

This book focuses on anti-racist
scholar-activism in the margins of
universities in the United Kingdom. The
book raises questions about the future of
Higher Education in the UK, and shines a
spotlight on those academics who are
working within, and often against, their
institutions.
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Humanitarianism, Empire and Transnationalism,
1760-1995 : Selective Humanity in the Anglophone

Missionaries and Modernity : Education in the British
Empire, 1830-1910

Joy Damousi

Felicity Jensz

Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781526159557

Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781526152978

£90.00 | HB | 368.pp | February 2022

£80.00 | HB | 312.pp | January 2022

Leading experts in Anglophone
humanitarianism across some three
hundred examine the relationship between
humanitarianism, empire, postcolonialism,
transnational and global human rights in
and beyond the British World.

This book examines the changing
landscape of evangelical British missionary
education in the British Empire of the
nineteenth century. It clearly It argues that
over the course of the nineteenth century
many aspects of mission schools were
secularised, leading missionary societies to
question the ambivalent legacy of mission
schools.

Anarchism and the Black Revolution : The Definitive
Edition

Economic and Monetary Sovereignty in 21st Century
Africa

Lorenzo Kom'boa Ervin

Maha Ben Gadha

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745345819

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745344072

£19.99 | PB | 224.pp | October 2021

£19.99 | PB | 304.pp | December 2021

A revolutionary classic written by a living
legend of Black Liberation.

The story of how African societies are
resisting financial dependency and colonial
legacies.

The History of Black Studies
Abdul Alkalimat

Black Travel Writing : Contemporary Narratives of
Travel to Africa by African American and Black

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745344225

Isabel Kalous
Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837659535

£27.99 | PB | 384.pp | October 2021

£40.99 | PB | 274.pp | December 2021

A peerless reference guide to the history of
Black Studies from one of the discipline's
founders.

How did writers portray their journeys to
Africa? What meanings were attached to
the continent? And what was the role of
travel writing as a means of
self-exploration? To answer all these
questions Isabel Kalous examines
autobiographical travel narratives by
African American and Black British authors
published between the 1990s and 2010s.
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Claiming Home : Migration Biographies and
Everyday Lives of Queer Migrant Women in

Power Relations in Black Lives - Reading African
American Literature and Culture with Bourdieu and

Tina Buchler

Christa Buschendorf

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837656916

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837636604

£49.99 | PB | 430.pp | December 2021

£36.99 | PB | 180.pp | October 2021

Claiming Home traces transnational
configurations of sexualities through
biographical narratives of queer migrant
women. Situated between victimizing
heteronormative and racialized stereotypes
of migrant women on the one hand, and
the implicitly white figure of the lesbian on
the other, queer migrant women are
rendered impossible subjects.

According to relational sociology, power
imbalances are at the root of human
conflicts and consequently shape the
physical and symbolic struggles between
interdependent groups or individuals.

Traditions Can Be Changed : Tanzanian Nationalist
Debates around Decolonizing "Race" and Gender,

Who Can Speak and Who Is Heard/Hurt? - Facing
Problems of Race, Racism, and Ethnic Diversity in the

Harald Barre

Mahmoud Arghavan

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837659504

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837641035

£40.99 | PB | 274.pp | November 2021

£36.99 | PB | 300.pp | October 2021

Whether and to what extent African states
and societies have been able to break away
from colonial impact is a still contentious
issue. Harald Barre considers newspapers
and academic activism in Tanzania as
forums in which the project of an
independent African nation was shaped
through heated debates.

Ethnic diversity, race, and racism have been
subject to discussion in American Studies
departments at German universities for
many years. It appears that especially in the
past few decades, ethnic minorities and
'new immigrants' have increasingly become
objects of scholarly inquiry.

Coloniality and Racial (In)Justice in the University :
Counting for Nothing?

Through the Lens of Anthropology : An Introduction
to Human Evolution and Culture

Sunera Thobani

Robert Muckle

University of Toronto Press (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781487523817

University of Toronto Press (Ingram Publisher Services /NBNI) | 9781487540159

£23.99 | PB | 344.pp | December 2021

£56.99 | PB | 448.pp | January 2022

Re-defining the university as the site of
colonial and racial injustice, this collection
examines the numerous ways in which
racialized and Indigenous women and
queer scholars contest the institution's
power and authority.

Now in its third edition, this four-field
introduction to anthropology shows
students how anthropologists think about
the world, highlighting anthropological
perspectives on pandemics, social
movements, and more.
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